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IQ CRAFT
IQ craft is a craft company. 

Our company is located in Jepara, Central Jawa, Indonesia.
Jepara, is very famous all over the world with wooden industry

and rattan industry. IQ CRAFT was one of them. 

IQ craft produce all craft from wood and rattan. By hiring
experts in crafts, IQ craft can produce wood and rattan crafts
that are very good quality for customers. With good quality

control, we can produce all designs of customers with carefull.

OUR GOAL IS TO MAKE GOOD QUALITY PRODUCT

IQ CRAFT



OUROUR
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Wooden
Kitchen Set

In the making of the kitchen set we choose to use
good quality wood. Our factory use strong wood, and
easy to clean.

Wooden spoon has benefits that it can add delicious
food taste and not save bacteria. Wood material is
softer and safe. Wood set also has a thicker handle so
it's easier to hold.

Wood doesn't melt like
plastic, and it doesn't
deliver temperatures like
metal, so the wooden
equipment doesn't melt
and safe in hot pots.

Naturally, wood is an
organic and newest
resource, so wooden
kitchen equipment can
be a choice for a good
future



Spoon

Best Seller   >>



Fork



Spatula



Chopsticks



Wood Fan



>>>



Rattan
Craft

Indonesia has a forest filled with Rattan, like
Sumatera province, Java, and Kalimantan.
Rattan has a lot of advantage, so make many
people like to use them

Rotan has some advantage
of wood, like mild, strong,
elastic and easy to form,
and cheap. So rattan is suits
to make furniture material,
like chairs, bookshelves,
fruit baskets, toys, mirrors,
souvenirs baskets, etc.

For crafting and furniture,
IQ craft uses two types of
rattan,

1. Original rattan.
2. Rattan imitation.



Mirror



Fruit Baskets



Tissue Basket



Flower Vase



Toys



Toys
Basket



Rattan Fan
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Mr Abdur
+62 85229833231
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